
Ask a question that 
you are trying to get 

an answer to

Write your 
hypothesis as a 

statement

Answer your question

Define your primary 
metric

Understand the 
variables

Refine the hypothesis

Use the If/Then 
framework

Conduct some initial 
research

Simplify your statement

Refining & the if/then framework

You want your hypothesis to be focused & easily 
understood. To achieve this, you can use the frame 
work IF (prediction), THEN (result).

 

Where your prediction is the action you might take, 
the assumption you’ve made etc. 

The result is the outcome you would expect: the 
primary metric, the thing that will happen if this is 
true.

Info you know will impact the result

Understanding your variables - 

identifying changes

Consider factors that could influence the result you 
will get. If you test your hypothesis at a weekend 
when your sales might be higher - is your result due 
to your prediction or due to the day of the week?

Seasonality, day of the week, even the weather 
could have an impact - note these down!

To avoid HARKING

Why do you need to write a 
hypothesis?

Hypothesizing After the Result is Known (HARK’ing) 
will generally lead to inaccurate conclusions 
because the reasons for the results are applied to 
accommodate the result - not validate an original 
assumption

Something you can measure

Your primary metric - what 
are you trying to prove?

Your hypothesis should be specific about what you 
are expecting to happen. Remember you can’t read 
minds - so statements statements like ‘people will 
think x’ is not a measurable result!

Ensuring that you remove your own biases

Hypotheses should be based on existing 
knowledge, theories, or research - not opinion or 
guesswork. Ask yourself the question you want 
answered - this question should be focused & 
specific. Then, attempt to answer it using 
available data.

Asking & answering your 
question

IF (prediction), 

THEN (result)

Example hypothesis:

If I update my main product image to include visuals of people using the product, then I 
will increase my conversion rate on this product.


create a strong hypothesisnuggets


